Do you know what to move to the cloud?

Today’s enterprises are adopting cloud technology at a rapid pace. The benefits of reduced complexity, scalability, and optimized costs are superior to on-premises solutions. While some applications are suitable for migration, others are too difficult, risky, or costly to move. What’s your plan?

Know Where You Are Going
While improving flexibility, cost, and control is a priority, you need to understand how applications and computing resources will be utilized once you move to a cloud-based infrastructure. From there, you can decide whether you need to re-host, re-platform, or re-factor your applications and services.

BMC Helix Discovery is the foundation for successful cloud migration. By accurately modeling your existing infrastructure and drilling deeply into application dependencies, you will be able to perform up-to-date risk management, cost optimization, and predictive analysis while ensuring high levels of performance and availability.

Start Anywhere Application Modeling
Discover assets and create application models from any starting point in the IT infrastructure within minutes.

Dynamic Service Models
Generate and maintain a dynamic, service-level view of the entire IT organization, from operations to systems management.

Operations Management with AIOps
Leverage an up-to-date view of your infrastructure to effectively perform anomaly detection and root cause analysis with BMC Helix Operations Management with AIOps.

Continuous Optimization
Utilize application relationships, service models, and topology information with BMC Helix Continuous Optimization to accurately manage and optimize IT resources and applications on pods, Kubernetes, micro-services, containers, and multi-cloud services.

43% of enterprises identified legacy infrastructure and/or application sprawl as a barrier to cloud migration*

See Things Clearly with BMC Helix Discovery